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Abstract

Background/aim: Our previous studies showed that administration of dexamethasone plus food increased serum leptin levels 100% more than dexamethasone alone. We hypothesized that this increase in leptin from the meal could result directly from the provision of fuel metabolites rather than from the meal-induced rise in insulin. In the current study, we tested the effect of an i.v. lipid fuel source (Intralipid 20%/heparin) that would incur only a modest increase in insulin. This study was undertaken because the role of lipid in the regulation of human leptin levels has been controversial, with differing effects reported: stimulatory, inhibitory, or no effect at all.

Methods: In order to evaluate how lipids affect serum leptin in humans, we administered the following to seven lean, healthy, fasting subjects: (i) Intralipid 20% at 0.83 ml/kg.h plus heparin (800 IE/h) infused i.v. for 7 h (LIPID), (ii) LIPID with one initial pulse of insulin (0.09 U/kg) given s.c. (LIPID+INS), (iii) LIPID with dexamethasone (2 mg i.v. push) given at the start of the infusion (LIPID+DEX), and (iv) LIPID with insulin plus dexamethasone (LIPID+INS+DEX). Control trials in another 14 subjects matched hormonal conditions but lacked the LIPID infusion. Blood levels were collected over 8 h for determination of free fatty acids (FFA), glucose, insulin, and leptin under each experimental condition.

Results: Over the 420 min of LIPID infusion, FFA levels rose four-fold from 0.28±0.05 mmol/l to 0.99±0.05 mmol/l. Serum leptin levels were suppressed by 10 – 20% in the LIPID condition compared with control (no LIPID) between 90 min (P = 0.008) and 360 min (P = 0.045). LIPID+DEX did not increase leptin. A pulse of insulin (INS) increased serum insulin levels to 49.9±6.1 U/ml at 90 min and increased serum leptin by 21.3±6.6% at 480 min (P = 0.054). LIPID decreased leptin in the face of this insulin-induced increase (LIPID+INS), between 360 min (P = 0.017) and 420 min (P = 0.003), with a 23% suppressive effect at 420 min. LIPID+DEX elevated leptin levels by 112.5±35.8% at 480 min (P = 0.037), however, the Intralipid/heparin infusion did not blunt the rise of leptin under these conditions.

Conclusions: These data showed that Intralipid/heparin: (i) are not sufficient to trigger the effect of dexamethasone on leptin, (ii) have an acute inhibitory effect on both fasting and insulin-stimulated leptin levels, and (iii) that this inhibitory effect cannot reverse the strong stimulatory effect of dexamethasone and insulin on serum leptin.
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Introduction

Leptin levels are closely related to body fat mass (1). However, during fasting, leptin levels rapidly decrease without a change in fat mass (2), indicating that other factors, either hormonal, like insulin (3) and glucocorticoids (4), or metabolic, like glucose (5), play a role in rapid changes of leptin levels. While changes in free fatty acid (FFA) levels with lipid administration could also modulate leptin (by modifying insulin sensitivity and/or fat deposition and fat utilization) the effect of lipid administration on leptin has been controversial.

In vitro, palmitate and/or 2-bromopalmitate downregulate leptin secretion from rat adipocytes (6), whereas in vivo, lipid infusion increases leptin mRNA expression and levels in rodents (7). In humans, conditions known to inhibit leptin gene expression such as starvation (8) or cold exposure (9), are associated with increased lipolysis and elevated FFA or glycerol levels. Similarly, in vivo isoproterenol infusion (10, 11) or in vitro treatment of human adipocytes with isoproterenol (12) decreases leptin levels. A positive correlation has been shown between fasting serum leptin and FFA levels in women (13). Similarly, in normally fed lean and obese adolescents, a positive correlation between nocturnal...
peak plasma FFA and leptin has been shown (14). On the contrary, others have reported an inverse correlation between serum leptin and FFA levels in lean subjects during an extended 26 h fast (15).

Nonetheless, most studies in humans have failed to show a direct effect of lipid infusion on leptin. Infusing Intralipid 10% (16, 17) or 20% (18, 22) without (17) or with (16, 18, 22) heparin to increase levels of FFA, or blocking FFA release by acipimox, the nicotinic acid analog (16, 18–20), did not change leptin levels. Most studies however, have reported the effect of Intralipid/heparin infusion under fasting conditions (18), and not under fed conditions (i.e. in the presence of elevated glucose and insulin). Two studies have shown a small stimulatory effect of \textit{in vivo} Intralipid 10%/heparin on serum leptin during a hyperglycemic clamp (21), and of Intralipid 20%/heparin on leptin mRNA in gluteal subcutaneous fat but not on plasma leptin levels in lean subjects (22). One study reported an inhibitory effect on leptin at 6 h when the same amount of fat was given either as an oral load or as an Intralipid infusion (23).

In summary, clinical studies of the effect of lipid administration on leptin have yielded inconsistent results. In order to evaluate further the role of circulating FFA as a potential modulator of leptin levels in human subjects, we examined the effect of an Intralipid/heparin infusion on leptin. Intralipid is a 20% triglyceride emulsion. The addition of heparin to the Intralipid infusion releases lipoprotein lipase into the bloodstream, thus facilitating the breakdown of circulating triglycerides and increasing circulating FFA. This current study was designed to evaluate whether:

1) Intralipid/heparin, administered as the only fuel, could increase leptin levels in the absence and/or in the presence of dexamethasone; and 2) Intralipid/heparin could act synergistically with insulin and glucose to raise leptin levels in the presence of dexamethasone.

**Subjects and methods**

**Subjects**

Nineteen healthy subjects (17 male, two female) aged 25±6 years, with body mass index (BMI) of 25±3 kg/m² were studied (Table 1). All were non-smokers and weight-stable during the previous 3 months, and none were taking medication at the time of the study. All subjects displayed normal results for routine blood tests, thyroid function and oral glucose tolerance tests. Total body fat was measured by dual X-ray absorptiometry. Female subjects were studied in the follicular phase of the menstrual cycle. The study protocol was approved by the Institutional Review Board of St Luke’s/Roosevelt Hospital, and fully-informed written consent was obtained from each participant.

**Experiments**

**Experimental design** Subjects reported to the Clinical Research Center at 07:45 h after an overnight fast. An i.v. catheter was inserted into an antecubital vein and the i.v. line was kept open with a slow infusion of 0.45% sodium chloride during the entire experiment. This line was used for blood sampling. Under some study conditions, another i.v. catheter was inserted in

| Table 1 | Subject characteristics. |
|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|
| Subject | Gender | Experiment | Age (years) | BMI (kg/m²) | Fat mass (%) | Glucose (mmol/l) | Insulin (pmol/l) | Leptin (ng/ml) |
| 1 | M | INTRALIPID | 31 | 23.6 | 14 | 5.3 | 72 | 3.2 |
| 2 | M | INTRALIPID/CONTROL 2 | 27 | 23.8 | 21 | 5.5 | 76 | 6.3 |
| 3 | M | INTRALIPID/CONTROL 2 | 19 | 25.1 | 13 | 5.0 | 39 | 2.4 |
| 4 | M | INTRALIPID | 22 | 23.0 | 19 | 5.4 | 68 | 3.4 |
| 5 | F | INTRALIPID | 22 | 22.5 | 30 | 4.4 | 80 | 13.2 |
| 6 | M | INTRALIPID | 19 | 25.2 | 15 | 4.9 | 42 | 1.7 |
| 7 | M | INTRALIPID | 21 | 22.8 | 16 | 5.1 | 48 | 1.9 |
| 8 | M | CONTROL 2 | 26 | 23.2 | 19 | 4.8 | 63 | 3.2 |
| 9 | M | CONTROL | 19 | 24.7 | 15 | 5.2 | 65 | 1.2 |
| 10 | M | CONTROL 2 | 24 | 25.2 | 11 | 5.4 | 58 | 5.4 |
| 11 | F | CONTROL 2 | 18 | 20.2 | 26 | 5.2 | 81 | 6.7 |
| 12 | M | CONTROL 1 | 25 | 27.5 | 21 | 5.1 | 98 | 2.9 |
| 13 | M | CONTROL 1 | 30 | 26.2 | 29 | 5.5 | 42 | 4.5 |
| 14 | M | CONTROL 1 | 24 | 27 | 18 | 5.2 | 71 | 3.2 |
| 15 | M | CONTROL 1 | 26 | 32.3 | 31 | 6.1 | 151 | 6.6 |
| 16 | M | CONTROL 1 | 43 | 26.7 | 38 | 4.8 | 115 | 11.7 |
| 17 | M | CONTROL 1 | 24 | 24.6 | 25 | 5 | 57 | 4.7 |
| 18 | M | CONTROL 1 | 28 | 25.2 | 19 | 4.7 | 67 | 4.6 |
| 19 | M | CONTROL 1 | 26 | 22.5 | 21 | 5 | 77 | 2.6 |

Means±S.D. 25±6 24.9±2.8 21.4±7.2 5.1±0.4 72±27 4.7±3.2

M, male; F, female.
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an antecubital vein of the contralateral arm for administration of 20% glucose and/or for Intralipid infusion via a peristaltic pump (Gemini PC-1, Imed, San Diego CA, USA). Intralipid 20% (Fresenius Kabi, Clayton NY, USA) is a commercial emulsion of soybean oil. Blood samples were collected every 30 min over the next 8 h for assay of serum leptin, C-peptide, insulin and FFA.

**Experimental protocol: Intralipid/heparin infusion (INTRALIPID)** The effect of the i.v. administration of Intralipid 20% at 0.83 ml/kg.h and heparin (800 IE/h, priming dose 1000 IE) for 7 h was studied in seven subjects under four different conditions: 1) Intralipid/heparin alone (LIPID), 2) Intralipid/heparin infusion with an additional pulse of insulin (Humalog, Eli Lilly, Indianapolis, USA, at 0.09 U/kg) administered s.c. at the start of the lipid infusion (LIPID+INS), 3) Intralipid/heparin infusion with dexamethasone (2 mg i.v. over 1 min) given at the start of the lipid infusion (LIPID+DEX), and 4) Intralipid/heparin with insulin and dexamethasone at the above mentioned doses (LIPID+INS+DEX). For conditions where insulin was administered, a 20% glucose infusion was adjusted by a peristaltic pump to maintain baseline blood glucose levels throughout the entire experiment. The order of the four conditions was assigned by means of a Latin square, and each condition was separated by 1 to 4 weeks.

**Control Experiment 1: Fasting with and without dexamethasone (CONTROL 1)** Eight male subjects were studied under two conditions: complete fast (8 h fast after an overnight fast and saline infusion (FAST)) and complete fast plus dexamethasone (2 mg i.v., administered after baseline measurements were taken (DEX)).

**Control Experiment 2: Insulin with or without dexamethasone (CONTROL 2)** After basal measurements, seven subjects \( (n = 7, \text{ six male, one female}) \) received a s.c. pulse of short acting insulin (Humalog, Lilly) at a dose of 0.09 U/kg. Subjects simultaneously received either 2 mg of dexamethasone (INS+DEX) or saline (INS) administered as an i.v. push at 0830 h. Blood glucose was determined at intervals of 5 min and the glucose level was maintained at baseline levels by varying the rate of the 20% glucose infusion. The order of the two conditions was assigned with the INS+DEX run first in order to match the slight hyperglycemic effect of dexamethasone during the INS condition.

For all eight experimental conditions, the subjects received no oral food intake (were fasted). However, the terminology FAST refers to the fasting condition with neither hormonal nor fuel challenge. Two subjects participated in both INTRALIPID and CONTROL 2 experiments.

**Analytical methods**

**Assays** Serum glucose was measured with a glucose analyzer (Beckman). Plasma insulin and leptin (kits from Linco, St Charles, MO, USA) and C-peptide (DPC, Los Angeles, CA, USA) were determined by radioimmunoassay. FFAs were measured by an enzymatic method (Wako Chemicals USA, Inc., Richmond, VA, USA). All plasma samples were run in duplicate and all data for each subject were analyzed simultaneously. The interassay coefficient of variation (CV) for leptin was 8.4% and 5.2% and the intra-assay 7.2% and 5.3% for a level of 2.8 ng/ml and 20.3 ng/ml respectively. The interassay CV for insulin was 8.5% and 6.9% and the intra-assay 6.2% and 5.2% for levels of 10.4 μU/ml and 45 μU/ml respectively.

**Statistical analysis**

The response variables are the levels at every time point, and the area under the curve (AUC) \( (24) \) for glucose, leptin, C-peptide, insulin and FFA. The relative change in leptin at 8 h was defined as: (leptin at 480 min [PGL1] — leptin at 0 min)/leptin at 0 min \( \times 100 \).

General linear model analysis with repeated measures was performed separately for each condition of the three experiments to evaluate the change of leptin from baseline. ANOVA followed by Bonferroni *post hoc* analysis was performed to compare conditions within the same experiment. ANOVA was used to compare a variable between two conditions between two experiments. Because two subjects were both in the LIPID and the CONTROL 2 groups, the analyses were re-run with each of these two subjects participating in one group exclusively, without changes in the significance of the results. All data are presented as means \( \pm S.E.M. \) unless otherwise specified. The data were analyzed using SPSS for PC (Software Version 10, SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). \( P < 0.05 \) was considered significant.

**Results**

Subject characteristics are shown in Table 1. There was no difference in BMI, glucose or insulin levels between groups of subjects. Serum FFA levels were identical during the four conditions involving Intralipid infusion, either at baseline or during the infusion (Fig. 1). During the Intralipid/heparin infusion, serum FFA levels rose by a factor of four from 0.28 ± 0.05 mmol/l to 0.99 ± 0.05 mmol/l 420 min into the infusion.

**Intralipid/heparin infusion (LIPID) enhances the decline of leptin with fasting (Fig. 2A)**

Leptin levels declined over time with FAST, with a 23.6 ± 5.7% reduction at 480 min \( (P = 0.032) \). Leptin similarly decreased during LIPID, with a 28.9 ± 1.4% decline at 480 min \( (P = 0.045) \). However, during
LIPID, the decline of leptin was more pronounced, with levels 10 to 20% lower than during the fasting condition at 90 min ($P = 0.008$), 120 min ($P = 0.005$), 180 min ($P = 0.024$), 330 min ($P = 0.029$), 360 min ($P = 0.045$), and 390 min ($P = 0.045$) (Fig. 2). The levels were not different between the FAST and LIPID conditions at 480 min, a time at which the Intralipid/heparin had been discontinued for 1 h. There was no difference in glucose levels between FAST and LIPID. Insulin levels decreased with FAST by $-42\%$ at 480 min. Insulin levels decreased during LIPID by $-27\%$ at 480 min. Insulin levels were higher during LIPID than during FAST at 150 min ($P = 0.04$), 210 min ($P = 0.006$), 270 min ($P = 0.036$), and from

Figure 1 Serum FFA levels in mmol$\pm$S.E.M. during and after a 420 min infusion of Intralipid and heparin with or without insulin and dexamethasone (A) and after INS and INS + DEX (B). Values expressed as means$\pm$S.E.M., *$P < 0.05$ vs the other condition.

Figure 2 Serum leptin levels, expressed as the percentage change from baseline. Comparison of FAST and LIPID (A), INS and LIPID + INS (B), INS + DEX and INS + DEX + LIPID (C), LIPID + DEX and DEX (panel D). Values expressed as means$\pm$S.E.M., *$P < 0.05$ vs the other condition.
330 min to 450 min (ANOVA $P < 0.04$ at each time points) (Fig. 3).

**LIPID decreases leptin in the face of an insulin-induced increase (Fig. 2B)**

The administration of a s.c. pulse of insulin (INS) induced a significant increase of serum insulin levels to $350 \pm 42$ pmol/l at 90 min. Serum leptin levels rose significantly ($P < 0.001$), starting at 270 min ($P = 0.032$), with a $21.3 \pm 6.6\%$ increase at 480 min ($P = 0.054$). When LIPID was co-administered with the insulin pulse (LIPID+INS), the stimulatory effect of insulin disappeared. Although leptin levels did not significantly change from baseline at any time point, serum leptin was about 23% lower between 360 min ($P = 0.017$) and 420 min ($P = 0.003$) in LIPID+INS as compared with INS. No difference was seen at 480 min, 1 h after LIPID infusion was discontinued. Insulin, C-peptide and glucose were not significantly different between the two conditions. FFA levels were significantly higher in the LIPID+INS condition as compared with the INS condition (FFA AUC $220.3 \pm 32.4$ mmol/l/420 min vs $23.55 \pm 4.4$ mmol/l/420 min, $P < 0.001$).

The total amount of glucose administered during the experiment, used as an indicator of total body insulin sensitivity, was significantly lower during LIPID+INS compared with INS alone ($115 \pm 43$ g/8 h vs $184.6 \pm 50.8$ g/8 h, $P = 0.017$).

**LIPID does not blunt the rise in leptin with INS+DEX**

The amplitude and pattern of decline of leptin after dexamethasone administration (DEX) ($-14.2 \pm 4.8\%$, $P = 0.026$) was similar to that observed during fasting (FAST) (see Fig. 2A). The decline of leptin was not different with LIPID+DEX or with LIPID alone.

As we have shown previously (25), INS+DEX produced a significant increase in leptin levels above baseline ($P < 0.001$), starting at 240 min ($P = 0.038$) and increasing by $112.5 \pm 35.8\%$ at 480 min ($P = 0.037$). Simultaneous infusion of Intralipid (LIPID+INS+DEX) had no effect on this increase (Fig. 2C). There were also no differences in insulin, C-peptide, glucose levels and glucose infusion rates between both conditions, but the concentration of FFA was significantly higher in the intralipid infusion condition (FFA AUC $217.7 \pm 28.5$ mmol/l/420 min vs $71.6 \pm 12.8$ mmol/l/420 min, $P = 0.001$).

---

**Figure 3** Serum insulin levels, expressed as the percentage change from baseline. Comparison of FAST and LIPID (A), INS and LIPID+INS (B), INS+DEX and INS+DEX+LIPID (C), LIPID+DEX and DEX (D). Values expressed as means $\pm$ S.E.M., *$P < 0.05$ vs the other condition.
Discussion

In order to investigate the role of FFA in the regulation of leptin levels, the effect of an Intralipid 20% heparin infusion was studied in the presence or absence of insulin and/or dexamethasone. A four-fold increase of serum FFA levels from baseline after the LIPID infusion did not result in an increase of leptin levels, regardless of the presence or absence of insulin and/or dexamethasone. This observation strongly suggests the absence of any stimulatory effect of infused lipids (FFA) on leptin under our experimental conditions. We cannot rule out, however, a possible stimulatory effect of lipid infusion on leptin gene expression, in the absence of a measurable effect on leptin serum levels, as shown by others (22). Our finding is contrary to the study by Stefan et al. (21), which showed a small stimulatory effect of Intralipid 10% heparin. These discrepancies may be explained by different experimental conditions as Stefan et al. used the co-administration of a hyperglycemic clamp (21), while we used a single pulse of insulin and euglycemia, and by the composition of the Intralipid emulsion that were used, the 10% Intralipid emulsion having a higher phospholipid: triglyceride ratio than the 20% Intralipid emulsion that we used.

In our previous studies, we showed that dexamethasone requires either food intake (2000 kcal) (4) or insulin and glucose (about 800 kcal over an 8 h period) (25) to demonstrate its stimulatory effect on leptin. In the present study, however, the increase in FFA secondary to the Intralipid heparin infusion (about 700 kcal over a 7 h period) cannot trigger the dexamethasone effect on leptin. It is therefore not fuel availability but the type of nutrient available (i.e. glucose) and/or the presence of insulin that triggers the effect of dexamethasone on leptin. Others have also proposed that it is not so much the provision of energy, but the presence of insulin-stimulated glucose metabolism that is critical for elevating leptin secretion (23, 26).

On the contrary, this study shows that i.v. triglycerides have a modest but significant suppressive effect on leptin serum levels, when administered as an emulsion of Intralipid with heparin. The lipid (about 80 g of total lipid administered over a 7 h period, depending on the body weight of the subjects) suppressed leptin levels during the time of the infusion by 10–20%, as compared with the control FAST condition. The effect appeared 90 min after the start of the infusion and lasted for the duration of the infusion. The mechanism of this inhibition is unclear. The relative state of insulin resistance, demonstrated by higher insulin levels during LIPID, could play a role.

This is in concordance with the in vivo study of Evans et al., showing an inhibitory effect of a 40 g fat load administered as Intralipid either orally or i.v. (with heparin) in human subjects (23). This is also in concordance with previous in vitro data showing inhibition of ob gene expression by the fatty acid bromopalmitate in a 3T3-L1 cell line (27), a dose-dependent suppressive effect of oleic acid in cultured murine adipocytes (28), and a decrease in leptin accumulation by palmitate and 2-bromopalmitate in the culture medium of rat adipocytes (6). Although smaller, the level of FFA achieved during the infusion was comparable to that observed by others after epinephrine infusion (11), a situation in which leptin is also suppressed. It is unclear why the suppressive effect of lipid infusion on leptin was not found by other in vivo studies in humans. One study involved similar infusion time, type of Intralipid emulsion (20%) and serum FFA level increases (five-fold) after Intralipid heparin, but found no inhibitory effect (18). Other studies used shorter infusion time and different composition of Intralipid emulsion (10%) instead of 20%, which could possibly explain the absence of an inhibitory effect (16).

A second finding of our study is that this suppressive effect of FFA on leptin is also apparent in a situation where leptin is stimulated by a pulse of insulin. In that situation, the effect appeared 240 min after the start of the infusion and lasted for the duration of the infusion, disappearing 1 h after discontinuation. Fatty acids decrease glucose utilization in humans (29) and insulin resistance develops as a result of the greater FFA availability driven by Intralipid plus heparin infusion (7). In our experiment, LIPID did induce a relative state of insulin resistance, with less glucose infused to maintain glucose levels in the LIPID+INS as compared with the INS condition. The state of insulin resistance could impinge on the ability of insulin and glucose to stimulate leptin. The result of our LIPID+INS experiment, however, contradicts an in vivo study showing a stimulation of leptin after a hyperglycemic clamp and a 24-h Intralipid infusion (21). However, it is very possible that the higher levels of glucose and the longer period of insulin and Intralipid infusion in their experiment (24 h), as opposed to a single pulse of S.C. insulin in our experiment, were responsible for the leptin stimulation.

Finally, when leptin was optimally stimulated by INS+DEX, the suppressive effect of FFA was not apparent. The FFA effect appears to be overridden by the stimulatory effect of INS+DEX on leptin. This shows that in a situation with a lesser degree of insulin sensitivity, in the presence of glucocorticoid administration (30, 31) and FFA infusion (7), leptin levels can be stimulated.

Some have shown that a 4-h Intralipid infusion, without heparin, induced an inhibition of adipose tissue lipolysis and a 35% decrease, albeit not statistically significant, of leptin levels (17). Although we did not measure the rate of lipogenesis or lipolysis, it is possible to speculate that the change in FFA levels secondary to the LIPID infusion regulate, together with the rates of lipogenesis and lipolysis, the rate of leptin secretion.
Because an infusion of triglycerides is not the same as oral fat intake, it is unclear whether these data are applicable to a physiological food intake situation. However, our results compare well with those of Evans et al. (23) who used a smaller i.v. load, equivalent to what he gave during an oral fatty meal. Future research needs to focus on the impact of oral fat intake and the composition of the fat, together with rates of whole body and depot-specific lipogenesis/lipolysis, on leptin expression and secretion.

In summary, our data show that: 1) Intralipid/heparin does not increase leptin levels in the absence or presence of dexamethasone; 2) in vivo administration of Intralipid/heparin has an acute inhibitory effect on leptin in human subjects that may be due, in part, to a decrease of insulin sensitivity; and 3) the inhibitory effect of Intralipid/heparin is small and cannot reverse the strong stimulatory effect of dexamethasone and insulin on serum leptin.
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